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PREFACE: 

How To Cross The Rakaia River was written
during an eight week hike of the 
South Island of New Zealand — along 
the Te Araroa track, in early 2017.
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How To Cross the Rakaia River 

Looking at the photos, swiping the screen
as if one were wiping at amnesia
the camera is merely visual, its mimesis finite
as the other senses call for representation;
like the putrid seaweed stench of Bluff’s gulches
with waves crashing below the glass balustrade
as you grip the cold yellow post of a global distance
sign, to signify your beginning, to recognise
everything is a distance, London is nearly
nineteen thousand kilometres away, as the crow flies, 
the equator a smidgen over five thousand, 
and Dog Island, a mere six, so you follow
that bearing where you can see hues clumped 
—the grey Southland sky, over the blue-grey ocean
and see an island, but no dogs, and you now know
what six kilometres looks like, you have
a yardstick for the 1400km or so you’re about
to walk over the next fifty to sixty days, a few rest days
here and there, there are here, the idea,
the mission to reach Ship Cove structures
and blinds your thoughts, some days
you need to tick off the miles, lickety-split
and tolerate Invercargill’s stale, dusty dock air,
drying your mouth, the tips of your fingers
in the deserted streets with the quiet shops
with the unknown bubbling inside, as you sign
a plastic card, your hut pass that no ranger 
will ask to check, that you put in your pack and forget.

To get to Oretti beach first there are rodent traps 
and historical maps, PVC pipes with POISON painted 
on them, a pump station bubbles beside the road
and as cars pass you’ve become one of the walkers
a wanderer, a wonderer, welder of all things feet
stitching together sand and sending off albatross
who lie half buried beside the skateboard, belly up,
blown, blasted-gun-metal-grey-sand from Bluff to Colac Bay.
There was a giant tree trunk on the beach, whale-like, 
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as if born out of J. G. Ballard’s brain, I imagined a tree filled island, 
intact, free from axes and chainsaws, the trunk had fallen 
into the rising seas and thrashed in the whitewash 
to rot and decay, its impression half submerged
and with molecular inertia some kid on a quad bike 
felt compelled to do donuts around the carcass, 
over and over again, cutting deep into the sand, pebbles 
flying, blue bottles carved up, until the tracks were as deep 
as the petrol tank and the rider’s mastery was drained of joy.

In Riverton backpackers The Southland Newspaper 
headline reads: Dangerous Mountain Route Gets Markers 
After a French Tourist Got Lost and Died on Jan 11. 
Not long ago Chinamen were panning for gold
cows mooed to one another behind the tall ferns
with white squares as if someone painted them
while they sluiced the clay and built a water race, 
that hugged the contours for tens of kilometres
using the falling water to break apart sediment
to bring gold to the surface, a maze of tramlines
brought out forest perceptions, forest perceptions 
brought in more workers and more millers to ‘Chinese Street’
‘Long Hee-Lee’ and ‘Round Hill Village’ where they fucked
their brains out in the opium dens, where now 
the Te Araroa is but a thin strip next to the race, 
and someone has tested the grip of their trail shoes,
sliding parallel grooves on a muddy incline
and falling back into the race, as if hiking were an escape
and now there’s mud up to my shins, twisted ankles
slipping and sliding, grabbing branches,
feeling hurried, cold and dark, drinking tannin water
with the beech trees reaching for light, scrambling
across one another above the trampled moss. 
The evidence of sweat. Gold miner’s race continues, 
growing shallow these years of toil. Must plough on. 
Must, drag, my, foot, from, the, sludge.
Standing in a stream the thick mud flows downstream, 
frozen feet, warm legs, hot torso and hot head,
these myrtle that make up Hobbit Land. What Lord 
of the Rings doesn’t show is its own chimera, hidden inside 
walking trees and talking bears are the mirages, 
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the appearance of a holistic worlds, worlds 
we are seduced to inhabit, distrusting the myth of our own days.

Here it comes, baby, ‘Nature’, working outside language
is its own language indifferent to words, 
decaying growth and growing decay, 
northbound and southbound, radiant and green
healing your traumas by way of opinion-less reflection,
the look in the eye, like a crow tapping at a hub cap,
a sinkhole here and there, sure, with the sound of falling 
water on Bald Hill Road and a quick stop to eat, more
ochre coloured moss, burnt by the sun, burnt by us, clinging
to the gigantic beech, the crushed quartz path becomes a sluice, 
created by the crumbling culvert near the satellite 
that looks like a kettle drum as you switch on your phone 
to beam the myth of yourself onto the screens, 
wiping at amnesia, letting technology
take care of your ‘brand’, by shooting a ten second film, 
the lens pointed at your hooded face, exposed to the elements
with the wind hammering your pack, your back, and the flaps
of whatever would flap, the YKK zips swing to the tune
of the blown microphone and the agrarian patchwork vistas
move around the sun, altering your interpretation of self.

After resup I’m heading out of Otautau when Ger-
man Henry picks me up with Peter who drives 
out of his way to drop us off at Merivale — back to 
the track, back to before I left my walking staff in 
the back of a ute when Peter says don’t know if you 
jokers like reading or not,  but there’s a book you should 
know about, and he tells us about the book, and he 
says this has been the wettest Southland summer 
he remembers. The experts say the rain is caused 
by evaporation of the currents around Australia, 
so we can blame the Aussies for the puddles, the 
premature Wellington boot wear. That’s good, 
said Henry, usually the Germans get blamed for 
everything. Ignoring Henry, Peter says, and they 
are no good at rugby either.  Quiet in the back there, 
he says, before kicking us out at the gutter with 
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the blue rubber glove, the empty faded packet 
of Holiday cigarettes and the wire hooped pine 
fence post. Not waiting for Henry, I climbed 
the fence and held the wire too long and felt 
the electric pulse penetrate through my bones.

The mud-thick Longwood Forest, with the glow-
ing green moss, soft and delicate, oozing liquid 
when your palms press their membrane, becom-
ing cyst-like when exposed to hot days, drought, 
the little orange markers on the track camouflage 
with the moor, take me to the moor, the prob-
lem with guidance is when it disappears you’re 
on your own; track markers for fifteen km then 
nothing, taken the wrong path, about three-four 
km off track, spot a farmer off in the distance, 
doesn’t see me, doesn’t see my waving. He 
passes below on an adjoining track near a cross-
roads, sheep hardly move, munching on weeds, 
they dot the hillside like desiccated coconut on 
a lamington. Josh, the possum trapper and I golf 
carted back to the track, back the way I came. 

I pick dried cranberries out of the dried sheep 
dung on the wooden suspension bridge across 
the Wairaki River. To the west of Heartbreak 
Spur two graticule frame a black dotted line that 
heads due north, has headed due north, and will 
veer east of north when a hare starts shaking the 
bridge, at first I think the wind but the vibrations 
are too heavy. He wants to cross. His nose sniffs 
out the air. He gets to two metres and then stops. 
Sniffs out the air again. Turns back. Back to his 
bank. Then returns. The bridge shakes with his 
leaping. This time he comes closer. I sit still. Try-
ing to photograph him. Can we build trust? Will 
he eventually trust me to pass within one me-
tre? The hunting season has taught him to stay 
clear. To stay away. The hunting season is fear. 
He hops across the slats once more. This is his 
home. He uses this bridge all the time. I am con-
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nected to the hare through my coccyx. He 
is terrified of me. I apologise for his terror. 

In the marsh someone says oh the midgies are bad 
and you say you haven’t noticed, 
the clear skies make your eyes water.

Anna tells us about the aura borealis in northern Sweden. 
How they drive 1000-1500km in the middle of winter, 
on a clear night. 

Dark clouds over conifers. The Bog Burn sparkling. 
A sheet is lose on the hut, bangs with the gusts. 
Vinyl mattresses are up against the wall.

I like to lift the small flags on the letterboxes 
so farmers think they have mail. 
Midgies keep biting my mildly burnt arms.

in foothills between lake
and mountain, bracken
at my knees sense of dread 
tiny patches of jeep track
arresting scratch marks
over there a white sheet
half baked ideas washed
in the flooded stream
from source to sea
impermanent conditions
like moraines scraped by ice. 
pioneers, they call themselves
arriving by boat or quad bike
assessing each hut
noting their work neglected
by tourists, those who don’t value
the effort getting the Meters stove in,
and working, now collapsed
and non-operational. 
here for five minutes, The Pioneers
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left in disgust the way
things have gone, the roar of engines
navigating the ditches, 
no one’s grading the tracks properly,
either. 

at least they keep the place clean. 
if you’re into shooting you can stay. 
when inspiration fades
sucked the landscape dry
picked the hare bone clean, dry
stand on the burn face
where the delta changes course
making out gold rings on granite rock
while the snake catcher fills a bag
and the possum trapper fills a bucket
and the eddy has no obstacle
the thought that you belong 
nowhere walking twenty four seven
relieved from hut fixation
resting only when your feet bleed
from dancing, to pause and cup
brackish liquid to filter
why are you sad when you’ve got all this? 
look what we’ve built for you
we’ve tamed the rapids, dammed 
the lakes, de-wilded the wild
and you still complain that there’s
no wild places left
whats left are some weeds
and burnt orange moss
and just because there’s no concrete
you’ll say beauty, the act
of combustion subtext to this glory. 

further and further up the Mararoa River
the star pickets capped with orange plastic tubes, 
like relay batons, dot the flat open plains
at odd angles, perhaps someone had lent 
on one to remove a rock from a shoe, 
sodden and loose after recent rains, 
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the pickets like piano keys, tuned us to the track. 
my thoughts were stuck two hundred years earlier
when conflagration was the predominate means
of spreading our disease over the Earth
sticking a flag in the ground, as it were,
unchallenged methods used for millennia
still in operation today,
when great oak, beech and elm trees competed
for the brightest light, tiny saplings photosynthesised 
between the fallen leaves on the forest floor. 
families of owls and kiwis unaware of the encroaching flames, 
the combustion sent ancient specimens thundering
to the cindered ground.

He was always scratching his balls 
or picking his nose, 
and he got car-sick at the drop of a hat. 

Fluro green lawn of Macetown,
the miners have been and gone. 
Heinrich has been and gone. 
Anna has been and gone. 
There are pictures on plaques on waist high stone 
memorials marking the site of Macetown. 
Exotic trees are a give away. 
And the kilometres of tailings and the transfigured watercourse.

Not the place I imagined — Macetown shifted when I took 
the last steps to its centre. 
When you’re with people you consider 
how it would be if you’re alone.
The campgrounds were empty of people. 
Just a fire pit with cold wet ash 
and the residue of family holidays
a couple of restored cottages
a few government notices telling motorbike riders 
and 4WD riders that if they don’t stick to the formed tracks 
the entire town will be closed. A pit toilet. Mown grass. 
Rabbit droppings. I pick at my long muddied toe nails 
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and drop the scale-like keratin in the grass. 
I’m leaving a memento, a scuba diver 
in the Arrow River, when you’re alone 
you consider how it would be if you’re with people. 

Fence along ridge line. Silver wire in round piles. Silver wire bent 
and freed from eyelets. Green wire of weed strapped to your chin. 

Ice on the succulents. We follow sheep zig-zags up the gorge 
and know there will be puffing. Walking along with my mouth 

half a gasp a wasp flew into it. Uppedy-downedy along Fern Burn. 
Still in the shade cast by the gorge. Up ahead I can see where my body 

will be in twenty minutes, in sunlight with the evapotranspiration 
of body odour. The bushes when brushed release a scent I can’t quite 

put my finger on, yet a memory of a Japanese shopping mall 
springs to mind from the poisonous kebab shop, a speed boat 

is flying down river. Corgies huffing about your feet. Reticence 
of strangers to say hello. Bluffing. Grief. How you get from A to B. 

The filters running under our feet. Private property please stick 
to the path. Poplars. Black seed pods. Encroaching bridge. 

You can’t enforce environmentalism? You can only hope people 
are smart enough not to use the chemicals. Where the river bends 

theres a beach. Tents, caravans and a battered old Mercedes Benz 
A puff of two stroke smoke drifts as the boat strafes pylons. 

Across the wake the bow cuts. The clear water now orange with oil. 
The passengers are speechless. Speckled with drops. 

The spray in their eyes, they wince 
to let their lashes stop seeing what they want to see. 
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The running race has finished and the traf-
fic wardens pull the cardboard off the di-
rection signs. Into the bin at the camp. Bike 
Therapy, the sticker at the top of his wind-
screen. The huge 4WD. Spot of beer and 
fishing for breakfast. Impermanence in the 
pine trees, the campground nearly empties 
except for the ones with solar panels. Stealth 
campers emerge from the bush. The Hawea 
River their structure. Their van getting old 
still runs. One more year. Rubber cambers 
in gravel. The din of the sealed road as they 
wait at the one way bridge. More lanes, 
more camp grounds. Small patches of flat-
tened grass with mountain bike tire tracks 
zip over. White bundies. I plan an escape. It 
can’t be immediate. The moment will arise. 
When the moment arises I will be there. To 
that which I don’t like I will abstain. Here 
they come the bright white poodles brush-
ing against the nettles and the bumble bees. 
Getting dirty. The owner stays in the SUV. 
Two young guys catch, kill, skin and eat a 
hare. The blood oozes out on their picnic 
table. Flies gather. Wave them off. Take vid-
eo. Holiday. Somehow there’s dried blood 
on my left ear lobe when I sit on a wooden 
bench looking back upon Mt Iron towards 
Wanaka. Not five minutes have passed since 
I was in Wanaka and since then my feet 
have grown sore, I’ve listened to music on 
the iphone, many people have passed on a 
bike, in a car, or by foot. I have seen a dead 
hare. Skinned in broad day light and de-
cided, for all intents and purposes, to stop 
dilly-dallying as I have done for the last few 
years, to stop eating meat. The park that I 
walked in felt like less of a park and more of 
a neglected patch of ground. I had to with-
draw from the wrath of my own self righ-
teousness. I had enough on my plate with-
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out causing further worry. The day was fine but 
I was certain, I could feel in my bones a turn for 
the worse even tho I tried to keep things simple. 
Must stop eating meat. At Lake Hawea I had to 
force myself to stop. I was going down. To sit on 
the wet grass in the gale force wind and read the 
novel I’d been reading. Without five minutes of 
reading my day was heading towards catastro-
phe, like a windsurfer heading for the rocks. I 
could see her out there tacking back out into the 
channel. In fact I was relieved to see her  alive, 
maybe even do a jump off a small wave for the  
two tourists stripped nearly naked and swim-
ming in the freezing water. For a brief moment 
the core ten steel bins blocked my view of the 
silver strip and little black blob skipping over 
the white caps. There must have been a dark 
spot or a black hole behind the red steel bin, all 
weathered and rusted and full of alcoholic bot-
tles, some bottles were also on the grass that had 
grown thick at the base of the bin, for the wind-
surfer, I still don’t know to this day how she 
managed to do this, but she disappeared. My 
eyes behind my sunglasses followed her trajec-
tory which somehow corresponded with the line 
of the pine fence, then there was the young liq-
uid amber the council planted close to the shore, 
those things the windsurfer moved behind and 
popped out from behind with great ease. All was 
well until she went behind the bin. I watched for 
five minutes, enjoying my short rest, reposing, if 
you will, but I couldn’t fully relax. The cows. They 
were inside the fence and I stood outside the fence and 
they came over one by one, getting up slowly one by 
one, until I was surrounded by fifty cows, their huge 
heads, their ears tagged yellow, their tails swinging, 
their black and white markings, their necks rubbing 
against one another, their friendliness to one another, 
their huge eyes looking to me for protection and I said 
to them, I said out loud I would no longer eat them 
anymore, after five minutes enough was enough 
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I was convinced that a small beach or boat 
ramp happened to be at the direct spot on 
the other side of the bin and the windsurfer 
had enough of windsurfing for the day. I 
got up slowly, as my thighs were sore from 
climbing high mountains the day before, 
and sloshing in mud pits on the way out of 
the mountains. My heavy legs slowed my 
progress no doubt, but not enough to miss 
the missing windsurfer who had totally 
vanished. The phantoms will continue to 
be there between the switch and the bulb. 
Stepping out of phone range. Fatal shores. 

Tiffany is there at Birchwood carpark wait-
ing for Thomas. He is not there, he left the 
hut early. She said she had been waiting since 
11 am. He said he had an argument with her 
and that the petrol cost was too high for her 
to drive out, but here she is, sitting in her car 
for five hours waiting for him. I suggested 
she go to the farmhouse to ask to use their 
phone. After I leave I stand still to write this 
in the paddock, she goes to drive off, sees me, 
then does a u-turn and enters the farmhouse 
driveway. Flash of white rabbit tail hauling 
through the low scrub. Slabs of stone tinkle 
and fall beside you as if joining your walk.

Woah where the fissure snaps 
the plates rise 
the stone comprises fractures 
the incision gathers more incisions 
and the crack becomes a gully 
and with the weathering woah 
summit party what a view 
go team woah 
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Henry reckons the pitter patter began at about 11pm,  
on account of my earplugs I can not confirm nor deny this. 
The hut, on the other side of the Ahuriri River East Branch 
is a 6x4m corrugated iron structure supported by beech trunks. 
The floor has fairly new concrete pavers and a red door of a similar vintage. 
No toilet so we were out in the rain pooing behind the only small shrub. 
The taller mountains around here have no vegetation. 
Sometimes we walk over the violent smashing of volcanic hillsides 
pulled apart by drifting glaciers. As you pick a path over the boulders, 
arms flung skyward for balance, rocks, covered in moss or lichen, 
of all shapes and sizes, appear unsettled.
Like people they break one another down thru rubbing. 

35km canal. Barren. 
Full of happy cyclists. Some unfit. 
Brown circles in the yellow hills. 
Sea birds circle over salmon farm. 
Ducks caught in netting. 
People pass their fishing rods
Over the anchor cables. 
From the flood way high up you can only see machines 
And the work of those machines, no humans. 
Stopbank. 
If you skipped the canal, I suspect, somehow
You missed the point.

Drizzle turning to rain as my big right toe is sore. 
What does a man look like who has just walked fifty km? 
The songs of cicadas still in his ears phasing in his lethargy. 
Who pauses at a saddle to catch his breath and think of near death 
experiences, his slobbered index finger in the empty light socket, 
before the days of trip switches. Up a ridge line with a broken fence, 
the musterers, found a different home, forced off the land, 
as they say, baby, the crushed volcanoes form an amphitheatre 
of your self righteousness. Who merely wanted to shave 
on an exposed mountain pass, 1500m asl, is all, 
with no mirror, just the sky and a Hendrix melody. 
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Four people, two couples already at Comyns Hut, when Henry 
and I arrive. Comyns as in commons, I suppose. Although that 
doesn’t deter me from judging those already here for being 
slackers, and they don’t smile nor show any interest in getting 
to know anyone else. A Swiss couple giggle and chat in Swiss, 
eating biscuits and slurping tea loudly. Henry blows his mat-
tress up, puts it in top of the hut mattress and climbs up on his 
bunk, starts reading. I would like to do the same but feel locked 
in once up. How much can you tolerate? There’s an entire country-
side out there and I have to stay in this shitty little tin shed, working 
myself up into an annoyed state because people are annoying. A sheet 
of corrugated iron or two rattle. If a few more people arrive the 
dynamic, the vibe of the place may alter, but for now the Swiss 
couple with their air of the perfect holiday permeates the place, 
hogging the table, taking up all the clothes hooks, leaving their 
gas cookers out. 

The sound of a sea bird overhead. Hope. I pull the map out of 
my pocket. Six km to the next hut. Relief from her voice. She 
annoys her partner too who is refusing to answer her questions. 
She looks like a man but her voice is so high pitched it slices 
through the tin sheets, a grinding pitch in my ears ten metres 
inside. That’s the thing, living out here, on the track, there’s no 
control. You don’t know if you’ll be sharing a hut with two 
people or twenty. You move through a landscape but because 
of the lack of continuity, of repetition, of not knowing what’s 
ahead, you do not generate a geography of experience. I despise 
those who attempt to bring one with them. The taming of wild 
into the un-wild is meant to do a lot of this work for us, to make 
the unfamiliar safe; that’s why there’s inertia to a cheesy shed in 
a paddock amongst all this Nature. 

Slept on the power line break. Overcast. Just walking. 
The old homestead. 
Dead rabbits every where. Pine plantation. More road walking. 
44 gallon drums to water trees. Low fog over town. Is it a town? 
The info sign says the name means ‘leave at night’ and the town 
does feel like its on the way to somewhere. Ford Ranger rattles 
by with trailer. I make room and walk in the weeds. 
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From afar I hear chain saws. The edge of the forest hacked—
two chain saws work together. Surveying teams up on the ridge. 
The white cap of the totem. Get your trailer fill to burn in your pot belly. 
Look this tree has fallen by itself, in the night, by a storm. 
They call me the tree. They cut me and I grow elsewhere. 
I am rabbit in the grass, up the sheep steppes. 

One more bay, one more warren and I’m uprooted. My stones 
thrown high, my lookout signs bowled over. Today feels like a new chapter. 
Pulped to paper. I’m writing across the land 
and the sunset is a mangled magnolia. 
I’m satisfied when the horses and rabbits stop looking  
and lower their heads to the grass. There’s a piano feeling. 
When I am a power pole, to the next bay, I’ll wire ahead. 
Inclusion point, the trunk base. Exclusion point. Come and see for yourself;
the trees are here, we’re here, can be replanted, if you want. Come and see. 
Opening and closing the silver gate. Blocking my path, 
the clasp around the ring drilled into the pole. 
The crags, the long ridge line surrounded by what looks like ash. 

Is the point of arrival where events occur?
What causes depressions? The clattering. 
Whose ears receive this air, this movement
Arrives too late, the imprint has passed. 

Exposed, mid stream, wet shins and pants
The Rangitata is throttle, choke, inlet manifold
Its patterns are parts eaten 24/7,
24/7 the parts crash, the parts bend. 

In this no-one’s-land. They speak in braids
And if you get caught day-dreaming
The experience is a wish fulfilment in quick sand 
Or of dislodged shrubs

You’ll look for alibis as the sun burns your cheeks
And you’ll see some walkers, far off
Behind you, too late to corroborate
Their footprints speak the way
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On this river that’s impossible to follow
In another person’s footsteps
Tributaries defy repetition 
They bring about pools and pebbles

You’ll ruin my expectations, my knees 
And ankles will burn under my thighs
You’ll be a riverbed right up until 
The end of yourself.

Even this haiku
Is offset, infinite words
Replace that offset.

The wasteland is right before you.
The wasteland is what you call beautiful.
Words haven’t failed anyone, we have failed ourselves
Where there are no humans, human traces are present
The single track compressed by boots
The yellow tussock and gauze that grow freely,
The rabbit poo in piles
The hedgehogs flattened on tarmac.
There are no trees for miles. No shade. 
The wasteland is what you call beautiful.
Words haven’t failed anyone,
The possum trapper is lost and his gps is broken.
It is steep up to the ridge-line and his lungs
Turn to sweat and his clothes stink
And overhead engines, and on-the-water engines
And driving-up-to-the-hut engines
Bumper to bumper traffic to observe the natural disaster   
We’ve helped cause.
And the sun burns his face bright red
White where his sunglasses sit
Wherever there’s a dark shape in an MRI scan
Across the landscape, you immediately think
HUMAN. The place is full of work
And the dead speaking to us, the land is ill
The wetlands can’t cope, livestock
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Have free reign and as your body moves
Around the summit your perspective shifts
From aggravation to outright anger at the clearing
That happened just a hundred years ago, 
The tonnes and tonnes
And thousands of carts full of oak
And elm, used for sailing ships, open fires
Artillery manufacture,
When you think of the lack
Of action that’s when your blood starts to boil. 
Where are the saplings being planted? 
Where are the 4wd’s crisscrossing the valleys
Letting seeds go? Where the forest was, is now mirage
Steam rising to the snow and glaciers
Changing the course of rivers.
Extant abstraction of Earth, dripping stones
The updraft of the petrified wood evaporates
The wasteland is what you call beautiful
Words haven’t failed anyone, we have failed ourselves,
I won’t attack you but I won’t back you
The auger spins soil to the surface
The palimpsest exposed, a reverse prophesy
Geological brain surgery, what is it you miss 
About your old mental state, 
Your pre-machine nostalgia
Subsides without notice, 
No signs, no sandals to attach to,
Bumper to bumper traffic to observe the natural disaster 
We’ve helped cause.

Different coloured rocks coloured differently
Lichen, moss, fungi, ground creepers
What builds, breaks and what is breaking
Is our ecosystem, picking a path, over stone 
Over station scalped land,
With water running between them, 
That’s all there is … all your happiness is in there somewhere. 
People sense you’re pissed off. 
They can not wait to get to the saddle, to the next hut, to the finish, 
Anywhere where your high octane explosion
Doesn’t feel imminent, where words
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Have not failed and they can not wait to hear water behind rock,
The awakening of inner walls
The splash and slop in the slab echo
Break mid-air, not mid-stream
And the dark blotches are causal
Blackened by darkness they feed into black
The moist lines that will not burn
And cause the loggers consternation 
The landscape is work, when you breath hard
Others have breathed deeply at this spot,
You’re aware of her intelligence, as she books
Another night at Tekapo, withdraws from the tavern
And explains how itchiness can arise. 
The skin is a chemical and the chemicals
Can cause itchiness all over
Small bumps are caused by humans
Big bumps by earthquake and localised
Itchiness and can be treated. Casual. Etiology.
Each stone can give way under your weight
And some do. Other times I let my weight sink
Into smaller stones, dropping, my soul
Sinking into an ephemeral step
That’s when you feel like you’ve written enough, 
Had your say, when the path flattens and widens 
And turns into a footpath, there the mind and heart 
Want to rest, but the corporations keep us up, keep the heart on meds,
Keep the world turning with insomnia
In the hut you have to deal with snoring
And farting and people getting up to piss, 
People avoiding saying what they think
Until there’s an argument about whose bunk
Is whose and who got here first and who deserves
The greatest and best distraction. With a hatchet, 
What the men call an axe, in the warm summer evening
A fire is lit, the splinters from the logs
Tossed to the flames and one by one the walkers 
Emerge from Mackay’s Hut, adorned
With deer horns, in shorts and shirt they comment 
On the temperature, eating handfuls of broken Doritos
With noses sniffling, pulling their shoes
In from the fire. I mention here comes the sun
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And two people from America start singing
The Beatles one person starting a verse
When the other has forgotten the last verse
They talk of how The Beatles changed their lives
How one day they wagged school and listened
To every song in chronological order 
When an endangered duck with a white face interrupts
Their recital. Small flights at Royal Hut, 
Offset on the banks of Bush Stream,
Pack Horse Stream, Sweeps Stream, Moonlight Stream
All feeding the mighty Rangitata River
All feeding the ideals of the walkers,
Their imagined hut, perfect, no one there
That shouldn’t be there, no one uninformed,
No one’s opinion you have to avoid. 
The dark hut with the squeaky door. 
A taxidermy trophy over each window. 
Dept. signs detail duty of care. A young man
Arrives late, a huge pack, a cheap tent,
A copy of Hitch Hikers Guide, shoulders
Drooping with bare feet over sharp stones
Walking to the stream for pasta and tea water.
44 gallon drums dug deep into the hillside
Rusted, de-removed, one end open
To the light gapped by clouds:
Were they storage containers? 
No one seems to know. They are lined up
As if forming a bridge, but the hill, unless
Recently moved, is in the way. 
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Locals say walkers should only attempt to cross the Rakaia River
if they are willing to risk losing everything, including their lives.
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When extinction removes the animals you re-
move land rhythms. We are a long experience 
of attaching ourselves to people and things 
when we’re lonely and desperate, and then 
detaching ourselves when we’re fed up and 
want change. On ostinato Monday morning I 
caught a lift with Chris from Darfield to Lake 
Coleridge. Dirt roads resist the grader. I’m in-
clined to write about the brittle steam engines 
left there, the red flesh splintering, the rough 
circular scales of the fuel tank surface, but sand 
flies force an early departure and Chris and 
I were working in different time signatures.

Whenever I saw a photo of a real person with 
a fish they had caught, holding the animal up 
to all and sundry, kids and their mum running 
to the shore in bare feet, having to tip toe on 
the sharp rocks, and then examining the silver 
fish on the rocks as the fisherman put his foot 
on the body and wiggled the hook out, I was 
fascinated by their fascination that the fish 
was caught, that fish could be caught and that 
their father had delivered a large portion of 
what would later comprise dinner, or lunch. 

If you keep taking short cuts you’ll never see 
the beauty in yourself. He had this terrible habit 
of biting his nails. Not the biting of the nails so 
much as the fact that he bit them right back into 
the skin so that as he sat there pleased with him-
self that he told me I’m not as funny as I thought 
I was, his right thumb and little finger nails, or 
what was left of them, bled and he sat there suck-
ing the blood until it stopped bleeding and then 
brushed the nails into a pile with the flabby side 
of his palm onto the concrete floor of the hut. 

He would interrupt our conversations as if he 
was part of them. We’d be chatting about a sec-
tion of the trail or coffee or pizza and he’d be on 
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his way to the toilet or to fetch some water 
and he’d pick up on a single word and run 
off on his own tangent. When we’d wait for 
him to finish and later I found out that for 
to him have a conversation was impossible, 
and to have a conversation with him was im-
possible, I tried to have a conversation with 
him one afternoon, when the hut was empty, 
just he and I sitting either side of the table.

At the Harper River village there was a lot 
of dog barking and tall trees and a man 
that looked like a woman rolling a ciga-
rette and drinking a brown stubbie, and 
another man, inside the fence training his 
dog, one of many, for there were two utes 
with the tray loaded up with about five dogs 
each in them, training his dog to round up 
sheep, whistling and calling commands, at 
times yelling; the dog owner and the man 
who looked like a woman sharing ideas 
about how best to train this dog that ap-
peared to me to not have the aptitude for 
sheep mustering but was forced to do the 
job in any case. Straight through the middle 
of all this I walked and because I couldn’t 
wait to get out of there, I merely paused 
for a few moments on the bridge to take in 
the fast flowing Harper River, I missed the 
campsite with the toilet and I suppose there 
would have been other walkers there too. 

I missed the campsite and found myself 
walking on the gravel road and beside 
the gravel road a bulldozer was tarrying a 
mulching attachment and clearing a huge 
swathe of land. Close to the river. You could 
say it was in the water catchment and the 
bulldozer with a yellow light on the roof 
was still ploughing the riparian vegetation 
up even as late as 5:30pm when I happened 
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to be walking by. This is a late time to be working I said to 
myself and then just as I thought that the bulldozer start-
ed heading towards me from across the cleared area. Am 
I in the wrong place? I asked myself and I pulled the map 
out and worked out yes I was still on the path and up 
ahead a 4WD was parked so I tried to walk as casually 
as possible along the gravel road and the bulldozer was 
making its way towards me a huge cloud of dust and 
sand flying in the late afternoon air, prior to twilight. 

John Tait, his wife, and his three daughters
Shared a row boat, and took turns
At the light end of the oars
As Lake Rotoiti held them in the moonlight.

In morning shade
I stand by the stream. 
Stones define small rapids, details defocus. 
Here the relentlessness
Of condensation, of airborne moisture
Changes the colour of light,
Those eight minutes fracture
Before reaching the cornea
Before defrosting frozen rock,
Speaking of angles and Alcatraz
Of yak wool and tussock,
And the relentless rush
Of rapids, the resistance 
Of drops collecting, forming a single body. 
The summits are capped in warmth 
But not you, you’re wilful
And resisting the wait
Trying to make a good feeling last. 
Now the speed of light is too slow
Passing Mercury and Venus
The hurry is always where you are,
And flowers look like frost,
The spider webs white flags,
And when you want to go faster
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Your sore ankle says no,
So you soak in the stream
Your skin going soft, 
Standing where the rapids rise after rain. 

The ugliness, the raping of Earth,
Climate change,
Is too repulsive to objectify. 
On the edge, the border of light
As the sun light approaches -
A hilltop blurs volcanic movement
Into layers of edge, multiple grass blades
Are where science must find answers,
And the plants rise and the thunder
Is louder, and the sun will burn your face,
Hanging your green tent out to dry. 

Everything is a distance. 
The light over there, the summit up there. 
We walk back with you, Red Dwarf,
As the darkness recedes
And this woman named Anna is uphill, taking photos
Wearing brown shorts and old running shoes, 
Her legs are scratched and streaked
With thin scabs, bruised from bashing
Her thigh on a bunk bed,
Her eyes, the colour of a faded track marker
Or fallen beech tree leaves, 
They don’t waiver, un-deterred, perhaps undeterable
Her sight negotiates these descents
With the aid of black walking poles;
She will only take on challenges 
That make her wish she never started them in the first place. 

In the evening
There’s toothpaste on her red cheeks
And a stray boogie hanging from a nostril,
Her medical training has misled her to believe
Boogies are not for eating, that
Birthdays are not important, yet what is important
Is left quiet, we are left to guess. 
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For beneath the giggles
Is someone uninterested to impress, 
Like Houdini she seems to have escaped,
Or
To be building a better world to escape to. 

Is this your Hilleberg tent? No, thats Annas’s.
Is this your glad bag full of contact lenses?
No, they’re Anna’s. The non-existent hat? Anna’s. 

What about the orange cordial coloured pack cover? 
The lime blue leggings? The ancient iphone? All Anna’s.
Full A3 map set of the TA South Island? 
What about the encyclopaedic mind? That’s Anna’s too. 
The smile harbouring secrets
Of the universe? You guessed it. 

In the clouds of Mount Rintoul
Only the age of your parents and how they act
Reveal what a masterpiece you may be,
Hurrying along at a snail’s pace.

I ask: Without glasses or contact lenses
For someone who can hardly see,
Why would you choose radiology? 
To see through, or to see inside? 
The closet hides the skeleton,
The blood transparent, instantly atomic,
Clear, yes, the electrons whizzing in medicines mysteries,
Climbing Earth’s bones, one adventure at a time
Climbing the same bone twice
Clutching the crevice, sweat dripping, knees prostrate
Climbing where there’s no atmosphere, to outer-space;
Anna pulled out of the race.

And on the precipice, the edge,
Where the others have thrown their bodies
Into the cleft, Anna now thinks of throwing herself off.
Then, the idea, the desire to jump, 
To have her short hair blown flat
And those beech-tree-leaf coloured eyes
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Set on fire, her love turns to tears,
The knot in her stomach
Is trumped
By the fear of falling.

Piecing all this together, this short notice poem,
Trying to apprehend the human form, 
The five senses and a consciousness 
Stretching on a Slaty Hut mattress, 
This yearly gift,
The big bang of solitude, a bookish disposition,
This cooking for one, 
In a Stockholm apartment, oh yes, 
I too know the dreariness of loneliness
But I also have found,
Since I met her but a few days ago,
If there is light, Anna is walking toward it,
In the warmth
At the mountain lake,
With the tadpoles growing legs, shedding their tails,
Before boarding the dryland, 
To amble in the mud. 

Having learned little
I will step on the wet moss,
Following her edge, oblivious to the blur
Delivered by Red Dwarf.
In eight minutes
We all find doubt. Anna’s will be
A triumph, ours a retreat. 
We rely on the temperature 
Of our toes, before we speak. 

Looking through the photos,
deleting the poor ones, favouriting the favourites,
you realise you didn’t take enough photos of people
for they show you the absence of yourself
moving your own mountain
hares, rabbits, goats, hedgehogs, deer,
excoriated ecosystems, let’s be clear, I’m no dystopian, 
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but we all know what we call beauty
has a limited shelf life,
the ice caps and glaciers are melting, droughts,
floods and rising sea levels, extreme heat; 
do we walk in the ‘wilderness’ to ignore these facts?
or does it prompt us to face the truth more readily?

This is Earth’s last gasp. 
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Making a fool of yourself
channeling a cosmic utterance, from the croaking toad’s throat, 
you write an unrequested song,
and discover that the forms formed
will soon be undone on the Queen Charlotte track
where the desire to make perfection
must be resisted, as the ferry captain
reverses from the jetty,
and although our feet have taken us from one 
tip of the island to the other, 
no one had enough time, 
yes, even walking is too fast. 
What you fixate upon becomes what you remember, nothing else. 
Whole days are forgotten.
We had not taken enough risks,
that only we moved through space, 
the space did not move through us
the closer you get to your destination 
the closer you are to resting, 
the closer you get to resting, 
the more tired and uncomfortable you become, 
the more pain your calves and thighs signal, 
the closer you get to your destination 
the less likely you are to stop
and relieve yourself from the discomfort that walking causes. 

Like a beached and abandoned boat
on the muddy banks of the Kaituna Estuary
did we bury our heads?
the locals call us the breeze
we give their clotheslines a Mexican wave
whipper-wills bend before our bug bitten clothes
and somehow we feel in our bones we’ve stayed too long,
our characters corresponding to the birds, 
the white faced heron, with the long beak
teasing at muddy roots,
the black fronted tern, standing casually,
comfortable in groups at the liminal zone,
the pied shag, often seen alone
yet willing to share a branch to dry its wings
the forest fantail, filling the air with trills
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both to the eyes and ears, lifting spirits,
the crippled Weka, hobbling in the long grass
tall and attractive, loud at sunrise and sunset
the falcon, supported by physics,
loner, harbinger, predator of complacency —
yet we always appear to notice our own personality
more than the boo book owl,
holding a mirror to the night, celestial cartographer,
come and see, the cartographer says, 
pointing in every direction, 
the map I’ve made is finished, 
this map is made with love, like all my maps,
for all in all, all we are is reflections of each other
our consciousness is so strong we believe this is real
just like the idea of the Te Araroa
the track bares no resemblance to our neurones 
our feet recognise blisters and corns
not places or geomorphology.

We had not been able to alter ourselves enough
to burst our own little worlds
ensnared, recaptured by the seductions of civilisation
and all that entails,
we are nudged and prodded back into daily
showers, warm meals, vegetables,
clean clothes, impulse shopping — 
the needle swings violently back to where you were,
to undies creeping up your bum,
for what are we if we don’t lift one another,
to hold each other to account
to make me embarrassed and ashamed
to bring each other to breaking point
as we walk above Lake Hawea,
up yet another ascent, yet another breathless hill
and after you’re broken,
in the cool paranoia soaked in solitude
there’s a cup of tea, or cordial
and a chat about maps, or the weather
to make you feel safe
to help you up the flood ravaged banks
just when you think you’re breaking new ground
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the dead return to us, responsible,
like a trunk floating downstream
on the top of the Deception River;
I used to think all I had to do
was keep one foot in front of the other
but all of your powers are needed 
just to keep yourself together
phasing like cicadas in ferns,
the blues near Twizel and Tekapo
the yellow Twins Track
the gun metal Rangitata 
followed by the aquamarine Rakaia.

Some of you may be wondering what this is about,
but spend five minutes at any petrol station,
the diesel particulates and petrol fumes,
with the race car drivers fine tuning their carburettors
avoiding embarrassment at all costs
not noticing that we are born embarrassments
and will die embarrassments
yes, I maybe less risk averse than you,
just an average chicken flattened by a Porsche,
it’s out of the shame I cause myself
that means I cannot stand large crowds,
the ultimate goal, believe me or not,
is total annihilation, to be alone, and carry no load —
to be deathless.

We walkers are the only hope the world has,
the cemetery is looking forward to our visit. 
Don’t be silent, or stubborn, live your life, walk on…
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